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Abstract. The new data on the elastic pp and single pion production reaction pp → pnpi+ taken at the
incident proton momentum 1683 MeV/c are presented. The data on the pp→ pnpi+ reaction are compared
with predictions from the OPE model. To extract contributions of the leading partial waves the single
pion production data are analyzed in the framework of the event-by-event maximum likelihood method
together with the data measured earlier.
PACS. 13.75.Cs Nucleon-nucleon interactions – 13.85.Lg Total cross sections – 25.40.Ep Inelastic proton
scattering
1 Introduction
Understanding the proton-proton interaction at low and
intermediate energies is the important task of the particle
physics. At large momentum transfers where the strong
coupling is small, the QCD calculations can be used effi-
ciently for the description of such processes. A large prog-
ress was made at low energies where the effective field
approach allowed us to describe processes below the reso-
nance region. However the region of the intermediate en-
ergies and especially the resonance region is much less ac-
cessible for the theoretical calculations and phenomeno-
logical dynamic models play the leading role here. The
data from the NN collision reactions forms the basis for
the construction of such models which, in turn, have the
large range of applications in the nuclear and heavy ion
physics.
In the region above the two pion production threshold
and up to 1 GeV the NN → piNN reaction is dominated
by the production of the ∆(1232) isobar in the intermedi-
ate state. It was natural to suggest that such production
is based on the one pion exchange mechanism (OPE) and
a set of the corresponding models was put forward [1,2,
3] a rather long time ago. The pion exchange amplitudes
are introduced there using certain form factors with pa-
rameters defined from the fit of experimental data. The
model of Suslenko et al. describes with a reasonable accu-
racy (up to normalization factors) the differential spectra
of the pp→ pnpi+ and pp→ pppi0 reactions in the energy
rigion below 1 GeV [2,4], while the model of Dmitriev
et al. was applied to the energies over 1 GeV [3]. In the
more complicated model based on the one boson exchange
mechanism [5] the dominant contribution for the ∆(1232)
production is also defined by the one pion exchange: it
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was found that other boson exchanges contribute around
10% to the total cross section at the energies above 1 GeV.
However it should be noted that there are discrepancies in
the simultaneous description of the measured total cross
sections for the pp → pnpi+ and pp → pppi0 reactions
by the OPE model. For example, at the proton momen-
tum 1683 MeV/c, the OPE model can reproduce well the
pp → pnpi+ measured total cross section with the corre-
sponding choice of the form factor. However, in this case
the OPE prediction for the pp→ pppi0 total cross section
will be smaller by about 30% than the experimental one
(see Ref. [4]).
Moreover in the region above the incident proton mo-
mentum 1.5 GeV/c other contributions start to play a
notable role: for example the relatively broad Roper res-
onance is traced in the spectrum. Therefore for a com-
prehensive analysis of data it is necessary to apply an
approach beyond the OPE model.
With this purpose we perform the partial wave analysis
of the data on the single pion production in the framework
of the approach based on the work [6]. The result of such
an analysis for the lower energy data measured earlier was
reported in [8],[9].
In the analysis [9] the several solutions had been found
which almost equally described the data. These solutions
differ by contributions from the partial waves with high
orbital momenta L > 3 which were found to be rather
unstable in the fit. It is interesting to compare which so-
lution is compatible with the present higher energy data.
It is also interesting to compare the result of the partial
wave analysis with the one predicted by the OPE model.
In this paper, we present the new data on the elastic
and the pp → pnpi+ reactions measured at the proton
momentum 1683 MeV/c. We compare the data with the
OPE model calculations and determine contributions of
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the different partial waves from the combined partial wave
analysis of the present data and the data measured earlier.
2 Experiment
The description of the experiment performed at the PNPI
1 GeV synchrocyclotron was given in details in our pre-
vious work [7]. The proton beam was formed by three
bending magnets and by eight quadrupole lenses. The
mean incident proton momentum value was inspected by
the kinematics of the elastic scattering events. The ac-
curacy of the incident momentum value and momentum
spread was about 0.5 MeV/c and 7 MeV/c (FWHM) cor-
respondingly with a perfect Gaussian distribution. A total
of 8 × 104 stereoframes were obtained. The frames were
double scanned to search for events due to an interac-
tion of the incident beam. The double scanning efficiency
was determined to be 99.95%. Approximately 7×103 two-
prong events were used for the subsequent analysis.
The 2-prong events selected in the fiducial volume of
the hydrogen bubble chamber were geometrically recon-
structed and kinematically fitted to the following reaction
hypotheses:
p+ p → p+ p, (1)
p+ p → p+ n+ pi+, (2)
p+ p → p+ p+ pi0, (3)
p+ p → d+ pi+, (4)
p+ p → d+ pi+ + pi0. (5)
The events identification procedure was also described
in details in [8]. Thus, we list only the most severe criteria
here:
1. Events with the confidence level larger than 1% were
accepted.
2. Events with only one acceptable hypothesis were iden-
tified as belonging to this hypothesis.
3. If several versions revealed a good χ2 value, we used
the visual estimation of the bubble density of the track
to distinguish between proton (deuteron) and pion.
The total number of the 2-prong events which had
not passed the reconstruction and fitting procedures was
counted to be less than 10%. These unidentified events
were apportioned to the fraction of the fitted hypotheses
of the accepted events and were used only for the total
cross section calculations.
The standard bubble chamber procedure [4] was used
to obtain absolute cross sections for the elastic and pion
production reactions. The precision in the determination
of the millibarn-equivalent was found to be 2%. The cross
section values for the inelastic processes together with
statistics are listed in Table 1. Let us remind that data
on the pp→ pppi0 reaction at the same energy were pub-
lished earlier [7].
The differential cross section for the elastic pp scatter-
ing measured in the present experiment is shown in Fig. 1
as open squares with statistical errors. The value of the
Table 1. Numbers of events and the total cross sections at
the beam momentum 1683 MeV/c. The total elastic cross sec-
tion was obtained by the interpolation of the differential cross
section by the Legendre polynomials. The errors include the
statistical errors and millibarn-equivalent ones.
pp→ events σ mb
elastic 2772 23.96 ± 0.57
pnpi+ 2564 18.97 ± 0.57
dpi+ 57 0.42 ± 0.05
dpi+pi0 7 0.05 ± 0.02
differential cross section for the very forward angle bin is
not shown in Fig.1 due a notable loss of events with a
slow final proton. If the proton momentum is less than 80
MeV/c the recoil paths is too short to be seen in the bub-
ble chamber. The events with the proton momentum less
than 200 MeV/c also might be missing during scanning.
Since we do not know the real amendment for these an-
gles we excluded the last forward point and only show the
angles where the proton momentum is above 200 MeV/c.
In Fig. 1 we compare our elastic differential cross section
with the data from the EDDA experiment [10] taken at
the incident momentum 1687.5 MeV/c (open red circles).
One can see that there is a good agreement between our
points and the EDDA data, that supports the correctness
of our definition of the millibarn-equivalent.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Elastic differential cross section. The
dotted curve is result of the Legendre polynomial fit of our
data (open squares) restricted by the interval 0≤ cos θ ≤0.95
and the data from [11] (blue triangles). The open red circles
show the measurements of the EDDA experiment [10] taken at
the incident momentum 1687.5 MeV/c.
To obtain the total elastic cross section we applied
the following procedure. We fitted the differential cross
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section with a sum of even order Legendre polynomials
An Pn(cos θ) n = 0, 2, 4, . . .. By examining the flatness of
the behavior of the fit with decrease of the fitted angular
range we determined the range 0≤ cos θ <0.95 as unbiased
one. For finding the total elastic cross section we included
in the fit above cos θ = 0.95 the data from [11] at the
incident momentum 1685.7 MeV/c which provide an im-
portant constraint for high order polynomials. The result
of the fit is shown in Fig. 1 as the dotted curve. The total
elastic cross section calculated as 2piA0 was found to be
23.96± 0.57 mb which is close to the value given in [12].
3 The pp→ pnpi+ reaction and a comparison
with the OPE model
The OPE model [2] describes the single pion production
reactions by the four pole diagrams with the pi0 or pi+ ex-
changes (we should like to express the deep appreciation to
the authors [2] for the accordance of their program code).
In this model the intermediate state of the piN -scattering
amplitude confines itself to the P33 wave only, assuming
the leading role of the ∆33-resonance.
Fig. 2 shows the distributions over the momentum
transfer squared, ∆2 = −(pt − pf )2, where pt is the four-
momentum of the target proton and pf is the four-momen-
tum of the final proton or neutron in the pp → pnpi+ re-
action correspondingly. The OPE model calculations nor-
malized to the total number of the experimental events
is shown by dashed lines and the shape of the phase vol-
ume is shown by dotted lines. One can see that the OPE
model describes qualitatively well the ∆2 distributions for
this reaction.
Fig. 3 presents c.m.s. angular distributions, effective
two-particle mass spectra of the final particles and angular
distributions in the helicity frame. We would like to point
out that the c.m.s. angular distributions are symmetrical
ones which is a critical test for the correctness of our event
selection.
It is seen that the OPE model calculations normalized
to the total number of the experimental events reproduce
the particle angular distributions in the c.m.s. of the reac-
tion and the two body mass spectra fairly well. However
the angular distributions in the helicity systems show no-
table deviations from the experimental points.
4 Formalism of the partial wave analysis
The partial wave analysis was performed in the framework
of the event-by-event maximum likelihood method. The
formalism is given in details in [6,13] and based on the
spin-orbital momentum decomposition of the initial and
final partial wave amplitudes. Therefore it is natural to use
the spectroscopic notation 2S+1LJ for two particle partial
waves with the intrinsic spin S, the orbital momentum L
and the total spin J . Here and below we use S,L, J for
the description of the initial NN system, S2, L2, J2 for
the system of two final particles and S′, L′, J ′=J for the
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Fig. 2. Four-momentum transfer ∆2 distribution for the pp→
pnpi+ reaction: a) for the transfer to the final proton and b) to
neutron. The dashed curves are the OPE calculations and the
dotted curves show the shape of the phase volume.
system formed by the two-final particle system and the
spectator.
The total amplitude can be written as a sum of partial
wave amplitudes as follows [6,13]:
A =
∑
α
Aαtr(s)Q
in
µ1...µJ
(SLJ)AS2,L2,J22body (si)×
Qfinµ1...µJ (i, S2L2J2S
′L′J) , (6)
where Q(S,L, J) are operators which describe the system
of the initial nucleons, Aαtr is the transition amplitude and
A
S2,L2,J2
2body describes rescattering processes in the interme-
diate two-particle channel. The multi-index α includes all
quantum numbers for the description of the definite par-
tial wave, s is the invariant energy of the initial NN sys-
tem squared and si is the invariant energy squared of the
two-particle system.
To suppress contributions of amplitudes at high rela-
tive momenta we introduced the Blatt-Weisskopf form fac-
tors. Thus the energy dependent part of the partial wave
amplitudes with production of a resonance, for example,
in the two-particle system 12 (e.g. pip) and the spectator
particle 3 (n) has the form:
A =
AαtrA
S2,L2,J2
2body (s12)q
LkL
′
3√
F (q2, L,R)F (k23, L
′, r3)
, (7)
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Fig. 3. The pp→ pnpi+ data (the crosses with statistical er-
rors): angular distributions of the final particles in the c.m.s. of
the reaction (upper line), the effective two-particle mass spec-
tra (middle line) and angular distributions in the helicity sys-
tems. The dashed curves show the OPE calculations and dotted
curves show the shape of the phase volume.
where q is the momentum of the incident proton and k3
is the momentum of the spectator particle, both calcu-
lated in c.m.s. of the reaction. The explicit form of the
Blatt-Weisskopf form factors F (k2, L, r) can be found, for
example, in [14]. One should expect that the effective ra-
dius of the initial proton-proton system R should vary be-
tween 1÷4 fm. However, due to a relatively large distance
from the pp threshold it is hard to expect that this value
can be determined with a good accuracy in the present
analysis. Indeed we did not observe any sensitivity to this
parameter and fixed it at 1.2 fm. A very similar result
was observed for r3. So for our final fits we also fixed this
parameter at 1.2 fm.
The combined analysis of the data sets at different en-
ergies allows us to extract the energy dependence of the
partial waves which is assumed to be a smooth function
in this energy interval. This energy dependence was intro-
duced in the following form:
Aαtr(s) =
aα1 + a
α
3
√
s
s− aα4
eia
α
2 , (8)
where aαi are real parameters. The a
α
4 parameters define
poles located in the region of left-hand side singularities
of the partial wave amplitudes. Such poles are usually a
good approximation of the left-hand side cuts defined by
the boson exchange diagrams. The phases aα2 are defined
by contributions from logarithmic singularities connected
with three body rescattering in the final state.
For the description of the energy dependence in the
piN system we introduce two resonances: ∆(1232)32
+
and
Roper N(1440)12
+
. The corresponding amplitudes are pa-
rameterized as follows:
A
S2,L2,J2
2body (s12) =
kL212√
F (k212, L2, r12)
1
M2R − s12 −MRΓ
,
Γ = ΓR
MR k
2L2+1
12 F (k
2
R, L2, r12)√
s12 k
2L2+1
R F (k
2
12, L2, r12)
. (9)
Here s12 is the invariant energy squared in the channel 12,
k12 is the relative momentum of the particles 1 and 2 in
their rest frame and r12 is the effective radius.
For ∆(1232), we use MR and ΓR taken from PDG [15]
with r12 = 0.8 fm. The Roper state was parameterized
using couplings found in the analysis [16] where the decay
couplings of this state into the piN , ∆pi and N(pipi)S−wave
channels were determined.
For the description of the final NN interaction we use
the following parameterization:
A
S2,L2,J2
2body (s23) =
√
s23
1− 12r
β
23k
2
23a
β+ik23aβ
k
2L2
23
F (k23,r
β
23
,L2)
.
(10)
For the S-waves it coincides with the scattering-length
approximation formula suggested in [17,18]. Thus the pa-
rameter aβ can be considered as the NN -scattering length
and rβ is the effective range of the NN system.
5 Partial wave analysis results and discussion
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Fig. 4. (Color online) The neutron angular distribution calcu-
lated in the c.m.s. of the pp→ pnpi+ reaction at 1683 MeV/c.
The data are shown by black circles with the statistical errors.
The solid (black) histogram shows the prediction from the so-
lution [9] with including partial waves up to L = 5 and the
dotted (red) histogram shows the prediction from the solution
with L up to 3.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) The pp→ pnpi+ data taken at the proton momentum 1683 MeV/c with the statistical errors only. First
line: the angular distributions of the final particles in the c.m.s. of the reaction. Second line: the effective two-particle mass
spectra. Third line: the angular distributions of the final particles in the helicity frame. Fourth line: the angular distributions
of the final particles in the Gottfried-Jackson frame. The solid (black) histograms show the result of our partial wave analysis;
the dotted (red) and dot-dashed (blue) histograms show the contributions from the production of the ∆(1232) and N(1440)
intermediate states. The dashed (green) curves in the helicity frame show the normalized distributions from the OPE model.
We have performed the analysis of the new data start-
ing from our solution obtained in [9]. This solution was
restricted by the partial waves with the total spin J up to
2 and the orbital momentum L up to 3. This solution pro-
duced an acceptable description of the lower energy data
but has notable problems in the description of the new
data set. For example, the χ2 for the normalized angular
distribution of the neutron in the c.m.s. of the reaction is
equal to 4.49. The solution fails to describe the extreme
angles which are mostly sensitive to partial waves with
high orbital momentum. Indeed, the solution with L ≤ 5
and J ≤ 4 found in [9] (but only used for the error es-
timation in that paper) predicts the χ2 to be 1.23. The
description of the data with these two solutions is shown
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in Fig. 4. This provides a strong argument for the presence
of higher partial waves at studied energy.
Although the solution with L ≤ 5 produced a rather
good description of the normalized differential cross sec-
tion, the total cross section predicted by both solutions
appeared to be about 10% lower than that given by the
data. Therefore we used the last solution as a starting
point and performed the combined fit of the present data
together with the pp → pppi0 data measured earlier [4,
7,19] and the pp → pnpi+ data taken at 1628 and 1581
MeV/c [8,9].
On this way we were able to reproduce both the differ-
ential and the total cross sections for all fitted data with a
good accuracy. It’s worth to note that there is no problem
to describe simultaneously the total cross sections for the
pp→ pnpi+ and pp→ pppi0 reactions in this approach.
The result of the partial wave analysis is shown in
Fig. 5: the histograms correspond to the Monte Carlo
events weighted by the differential cross section calcu-
lated from the fit parameters. The χ2 for the distributions
shown in this picture is varied from 0.65 (for the pion an-
gular distribution in the c.m.s. of the reaction) to 2.6 (for
the pip invariant mass). We would like to remind that we
use the event-by-event maximum likelihood analysis and
do not fit directly these distributions.
The partial wave analysis (PWA) reproduces rather
well the angular distributions in the helicity system which
have systematic deviations in the OPE model. The OPE
predictions normalized to the contribution from the∆(1232)
production calculated from the PWA solution are shown
in Fig. 5 with the dashed lines. It is seen that ∆(1232)
production from the partial wave analysis and from the
OPE model corresponds well each to another. This con-
firms that ∆(1232) is produced by the one pion exchange
mechanism and the deviation of the data from the OPE
model is due to production of the Roper state.
The present combined analysis found the contributions
from the leading initial partial waves to be in a qualitative
agreement with the prediction from the solution reported
in [9]. However we observe changes for the contributions
of the initial partial waves 1D2 and
3F2 which are notably
increased after the fit of the new data. As concern the
partial waves with the total spin J = 4 we found a sizeable
contribution from 3F4.
For all initial partial waves the contribution of channels
with the ∆(1232) production varies from 65 to 100% and
only for the 3P0 wave it was found to be rather small
one: 12%. The Roper resonance is produced mostly (in
the decreasing order of contributions) from the 3P2,
3P0,
3P1 states and by one order smaller from
1S0. We found a
notable contribution for the decay of the initial 3P2 state
into the (pn) subsystem 1P1 with isospin I = 0.
To study the stability of the solution we added to the
fit partial waves with the total spin J up to 5 decaying
into∆(1232)N . The obtained solution demonstrated some
reduction of the contribution from the 3P0 initial state and
increasing the contributions from the 3F2 state. Taking
into account these ambiguities we have performed an error
analysis of the initial state contributions to the single pion
production cross sections. For the pp → pnpi+ reaction
these contributions are shown for three incident momenta
in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Contributions (the percentages) of most
important waves in the pp→ pnpi+ reaction.
It is necessary to mention that the present combined
analysis defines contributions of the partial waves with
smaller errors than it was found in [9]: the unstable con-
tributions from the high spin amplitudes are fixed with
the present data.
The obtained solution is well compatible with the data
of HADES collaboration on the single pion production at
the energy 1.25 GeV [20]: including these data in the com-
bined fit does not change the main results of the analysis
and contribution of the partial waves to the HADES data
was found to be in the errors given in [20]. The combined
analysis of our and HADES data should be a subject of
the future joint partial wave analysis.
6 Conclusion
The new data on the elastic and pp → pnpi+ reactions
taken at the incident proton momentum 1683 MeV/c are
reported. Including these inelastic data in the combined
partial wave analysis of the single pion production reac-
tions leads to a better error analysis and therefore to a
more precise definition of the partial wave contributions
to the pp→ pnpi+ reaction. We observe some changes and
in specific transition amplitudes compared to the predic-
tions from the solution [9].
As noted earlier in Ref. [4], although the OPE model
provides a qualitative description of most differential dis-
tributions, it fails to describe simultaneously the total
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cross section of the pp→ pppi0 and pp→ pnpi+ reactions in
the investigated energy region. However our partial wave
analysis confirms the dominant role of the ∆(1232) pro-
duction defined by the OPE exchange mechanism. The
main source of the discrepancy between OPE and exper-
imental data is due to contribution of other intermediate
states, in particular the Roper resonance.
The all analyzed data sets can be downloaded from the
Bonn-Gatchina data base [21] as 4-vectors and directly
used in the partial wave analysis by other groups. We
would like to remind that although we supply a Monte
Carlo sample in our web page one can use a standard
sample of 4pi generated events: the bubble chamber events
have the efficiency which is close to 100%.
We would like to express our deep gratitude to the bubble
chamber staff as well as to laboratory assistants, which toiled
at the film scanning and measuring. The work of V.A.Nikonov
and A.V.Sarantsev is supported by the RNF grant 16-12-10267.
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